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NATALIE WALTON

I am a deputy editor on Real
Living magazine; I am a
blogger at Daily Imprint &
one half of Frontliners; I am

Read Tracie Ellis's story here.

a mother to the "Mr Independent", Little
C; I listen intently, talk often and write
like my life depended on it.
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For more about Deon St Mor.

As soon as I saw this first image I had to
track Justin Ridler down. Here's the
interview http://tiny.cc/74thw about 11
hours ago

one step at a time. this link is now
working www.taika.com.au and we're
taking pre-Christmas orders about 11
hours ago

Monday is a great day for a giveaway, esp

Meet Christina Teresinski... and Walter!

this one
http://dailyimprint.blogspot.com
/2010/11/monday-giveaway.html 1 day
ago

follow me on Twitter

absolutely beautiful things
apartment therapy
babyccino kids

Here's an interview with Marnie Goding.

design*sponge
liberty post gallery
madison magazine
mini meez
mr jason grant
real living blog
real living magazine
the design files
twitter

Confident. Sharp. Beautiful. Hecker Guthrie - the interior
design business headed by Paul Hecker and Hamish Guthrie - is
hands down one of the best in Australia. Just take a look at
the images of The Ivy on their website. It remains brave and

Download the new Nouvelle Vague album,

dynamic yet playful. Paul asks clients how they want a space to

and read about Jean-Francois Ponthieux

make them feel (rather than just what they want it to look

here.

like), which is worth remembering.

On another note, he was one of the reasons I watched the
HomeMade TV show a couple of seasons back. Paul always had
something insightful to offer, and I always felt that I learnt
something from his comments. He's got a great sense of humour
too, as you'll soon discover...

the sartorialist's scott schuman

Which five words best describe you? Impatient, playful,
curious, selfish, optimistic.
How did you get your career start and what path have you taken
since? I started by leaving Adelaide and moving to Melbourne to
work for Daryl Jackson (where I first met Hamish Guthrie).
Without that, who knows!?
What’s the best lesson you’ve learnt along the way? Things go

For more about Kellie Shearwood.

wrong if you don’t establish a culture of strong communication,
whether it be with a client, a builder or a business partner.
What’s your proudest career achievement? Having a part in
building a successful design practice.
What’s been your best decision? To keep exercising – I started
exercising at 42.
Who inspires you? Any designer who creates something beautiful
interior designer & author india hicks

that I didn’t think of – in other words, lots of people.
What are you passionate about? Popular culture – TV, the things
that make now, now.
Which person, living or dead, would you most like to meet? The
guy who was getting it on with the dog – you know, the rugby
player. I would probably say something dumb if I were to meet a
real celebrity or genius.
What dream do you still want to fulfil? Be rich.
What are you reading? The world of interiors magazine and some
cheesy novels.
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domino editor & author deborah
needleman
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The designer Natasha Dumais.
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interior designer kelly wearstler

You can read more about Phoebe Gazal
here.

stylist, shop owner & author sibella court

Resident green thumb Jocelyn Van Hoven.

writer nikki gemmell
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The Hotel Chelsea in New York tags itself
as a "rest stop for rare individuals". Well, I
hope this is what Daily Imprint becomes
for you - a place to stop and get a hit of
fashion designer collette dinnigan

inspiration. As a journalist (deputy editor
of Real Living magazine) as well as writer

and stylist living in Sydney, Australia, I
get to meet all sorts of amazing creative
types - people who are pursuing their
passion. They amaze me - I hope they
inspire you too.

inside out editor & author karen mccartney

stylist & author shannon fricke

director & vanity fair writer matt tyrnauer

fashion designer akira isogawa

dumbo feather publisher & founder kate
bezar

real living editor deborah bibby

fashion designer marnie skillings
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